Check Sheet (Instructions Regarding a Bicycle with Two Child Seats)
*We will check the following items before you use the bicycle.

Instructions Regarding a Bicycle with Two Child Seats
□ If you are a first-time user, please also read the "User Guide for Rent-a-Bicycle."
□ Have you filled out all required Information in the "Rental Application Form for a Bicycle
with Two Child Seats"?
□ Is the bicycle driver 16 years of age or older?
□ Are the child passengers under 6 years of age?
(Note: The bicycle driver is allowed to carry one child (under 6 years of age) in a bicycle
child seat and another child (under 4 years) piggyback.)
□ Are the child passengers present on the spot?
□ Do you have helmets for children?

Check before Using the Bicycle
□ Be sure the handle lock is on before seating children.
□ Make sure the children wear helmets when they are carried on a bicycle.
□ Please put the children in and out of the child seats on level ground.
□ Make sure the children wear shoes before seating them in the child seats.
□ Never leave the bicycle parked or unattended with the children in the child seats.
□ Always use the safety harness to prevent a child falling from the child seat.
□ Please adjust the height of the headrest of the child seat.
□ Please adjust the position of the handrail of the child seat.
□ The child seat can be used to carry cargo.
□ Are brakes, stand, and bell in good working condition?
□ Always lock the bicycle wherever you leave it.

Also, don't leave the helmet(s) on the

unattended bicycle.
□ Be careful not to get hands, fingers, or feet caught when opening and closing the gate.
□ Make sure you know how to enter and exit a Rent-a-Bicycle Port.

Directions and Cautions:
□ After use, please return the bicycle to an attendant from the administration office
(Kanri Jimu-shitsu) at the Port where you rented it, i.e., this Port.
□ If you lose a helmet and/or a key, you must pay for the replacements.
(Reference Prices: 3,500 yen (including tax) for a helmet, 800 yen (including tax)
for a duplicate key)
□ The rental period of this type of bicycle is limited to 24 hours.
(This rule also applies to those who have signed up for a monthly rental.)
□ Please perform a bicycle pre-ride safety check.
The rent-a-bicycle user is
responsible and liable for damages sustained by the user and other people or any
loss or damage to the bicycle in the event of an accident.
Please sign below to acknowledge your acceptance of the instructions:

Signature:

